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Abstract 

In this paper possibillites of aggregational values calculation is considered. Aggregational values are the main element of multidimensional 
operative analytical processing. The main reason of using parallel computation systems in data processing is to increase productivity level. 
Although, parallel computation systems cannot be used in processing all data types. Data processing algorithms and processing data should 
be gradually adapted to parallel computation systems’ usage. In this regard, data decomposition for formation aggregational values in 
parallel computation systems in data operative analyzing is considered in this paper. In order to identify dependence between data during 
the process of decomposition Bernstein's conditions are used. At the same time implemented course calculation of n-dimension from 1-
dimension and parallel computation of course interactions will also be considered. 
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1 Introduction 

Intensive development of information technologies and 
their wide range usage in all production spheres requires 
effective processing of large amounts of information. 
Accordingly, in order to increase productivity of large 
amounts of information processing effective multiprocessor 
parallel computation systems are suggested. Effective usage 
of high-performance parallel calculation systems requires to 
solve several important tasks. One of them is to make pro-
ved parallel algorithms and data that is being processed by 
parallel computation system.  

Nowadays, one of the main branches of information 
technologies that requires processing large quantities of data 
with the help of high productive calculation system is ope-
rative data analyzing processing. OLAP (On-Line Analytical 
Processing) is created for operative data analyzing processing 
implementation. This technology organizes analytical data in 
the form of multidimensional hypercube and provide the user 
with required data in the form of hypercube lays. Opportuni-
ties of parallel calculation system which is used in operative 
data analyzing processing given by OLAP are shown in 
works [1-3]. Although, these works basically show decompo-
sition run by calculation functions. In data parallel compu-
tation processing decomposition by calculation functions has 
to be performed as well as decomposition by data.  

Aim of the given work is to perform data decomposition 
in order to form aggregational values, which are the main 
elements of large amounts of data operative analytical 

processing in high productive multiproseccor parallel 
computation system. 

2 Decomposition of aggregational values computing 
operators by data 

Aggregational values general summing - sum (sum), average 
value (avg), minimal value (min), maximum value (max) and 
etc. are considered. Summing values calculation algorithm 
and operations given in the source [5] are widely used in this 
work. Atomic group division of groups of values used inde-
pendently in summing algorithm and operations performed 
independently are algorithmic decomposition. Each of the 
atomic group consists of the values and operation groups, 
which cannot be separately used and which are considered as 
internal groups depend upon each other. Interdependence bet-
ween values and operations groups in atomic groups has to be 
identified in order to divide them.  

Solution of any task consists of sequence of activities 
and group of actions. Any sequence of action may be divi-
ded into atomic group of actions. If activities require parallel 
performance, each atomic group will be performed sepa-
rately in several performer in the same time. In that very 
case they are used two performers (processors) in calcula-
tion system. If outgoing data in parallel calculation is 
brought from the incoming data with the same performance 
at any moment, activities group will be considered as 
determinant. In opposite way, if similar outgoing data is 
brought from different incoming data at any moment in 
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parallel computation activities, group will be considered as 
indeterminate. If activities groups are determinate, we can 
use parallel performance. Therefore, in order to identify 
whether activities are determinate or not Bernstein's condi-
tions should be used. 
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hypercube aggregational values calculation operators. If 

operators have similar indexes and volume (size) they can 

be dynamically performed by interchanging. See calculation 

operators’ summing [5]:  
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Lower indexes of operators’ summing give aggregational 
values size from 1 to n dimension. Dimensions are equal to 
dimensions, which are used in the lays. Incoming and 
outgoing data interceptor of value calculation operators might 

be identified by Bernstein's conditions. Bernstein's conditions 
would be formed through value calculation operators. 

 Bernstein's conditions disturbing consequences will be 
revised for dynamically alternate performed atomic activi-
ties group set in hypercube possible aggregational values 
calculation after Bernstein's conditions formulation. Output 
dependence, flow dependence and antidependence cases 
will be identified through each of disturbing case. Parallel 
possibility agregational values calculation operators identi-
fied in any case of dependence would be tested. In addition, 
dependence distance between one dimensional course, 
which used in hypercube agregational calculation and 
embedded complex n – dimensional course would also be 
determinated. Data decomposition would be completed 
when dependence conditions of hypercube aggregational 
values calculation operators are over. When decomposition 
ends algorithm will introduce groups consisted of operations 
(activities), which are performed by several processors. 
Group operations brought via decomposition might be per-
formed independently through certain processor. 

3 Conclusions 

In this paper, data decomposition formulation for aggrega-
tional values in high-performance parallel computing systems 
is suggested. Aggregational values are based on data opera-
tive analytical analyzing. When decomposition ends algo-
rithm will introduce groups consisted of operations (ac-
tivities), which are performed by several processors. Group 
operations brought via decomposition might be performed 
independently through certain processor. Different operations 
might be held in each of the group and they can be performed 
by different user. Parallel performance of implemented cour-
ses iteration, which is used in program performance of multi-
dimensional data processing is also considered. 
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